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"My landlady in Tennessee thought I was a witch. This suspicion came upon her in ever-

growing waves. First it was my moon-shaped coffee table she worried had “pagan intentions,”

then the pair of jeans she pulled from the communal dryer with stars embroidered on the

pockets. Not upside-down pentagram stars, just stars, but what if, she mused to me as I stood

with my laundry basket, that was how one hid spells in plain sight?"The circumstances might

not have been great and the landlady might have been a terror, but the apartment price was

right -- for a while.Then came the bullying dogs, the accusations of witchcraft, the demand to

rid the household of all things Harry Potter -- which really should have been a bigger clue.And

all that's not even to mention the strange cottage in the woods.Emma Arnold writes from the

hip. Her raw, honest voice is as clear as her eyes, her prose as vivid as the myriad skies under

which she grew up.

From the AuthorFor all book and story news visit jeremyjperry.com.
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TennesseeMy landlady in Tennessee thought I was a witch. This suspicion came upon her in

ever-growing waves. First it was my moon-shaped coffee table she worried had “pagan

intentions,” then the pair of jeans she pulled from the communal dryer with stars embroidered

on the pockets. Not upside-down pentagram stars, just stars, but what if, she mused to me as I

stood with my laundry basket, that was how one hid spells in plain sight? As the months

progressed, she forced me to remove my collection of Harry Potter novels from the house,

saying she couldn’t sleep with such evil under her roof. She was, as she so often reminded me,

a good, God-fearing Pentecostal woman who knew that the devil was everywhere, could be

lurking in anything or anyone, even a young mom with a new baby two thousand miles away

from home.This was all happening in 2003, in case you were wondering, did Emma sign a

lease in 1700s Salem “You Witch ‘Em, We Burn ‘Em” Massachusetts? Nope, early 2000s:

David Gray, Finding Nemo, and the start (and supposed finish) of the second Iraq War. In the

beginning, I didn’t take her theory seriously. The idea of the devil as an actual, not made up

being was an entirely new concept to me. I was raised by hippies who considered another

Bush presidency to be the darkest hell they could imagine. The closest we came to fearing a

devil was my mother worrying about growth hormones in milk. When I moved to the south, I

found people who believed in Satan not as a fairytale, or an abstract idea, but as a bully, a

proactive, dangerous force constantly trying to push one into sin. I quickly learned that the

Appalachian fog, a comforter settling over the Thomas Cross Hills each evening, smelling of

wood smoke and sweet, leafy decay, was a perfect metaphor for its residents. Accents full of

slow-lilting charm mixed with agreeable indifference masked near-impenetrable secrets,

ranging from family moonshine recipes to generational incest. One could never tell. The

house with our apartment was beautiful, tucked away among old-growth oaks, up a winding,

gravel driveway, with a sturdy redwood deck looking down into the patchwork valley below.

When we arrived, our landlady met us in the driveway wearing a Christmas sweater. This

caused me a twinge of concern because it was September, but I pushed the feeling aside

because utilities were included. Before the moving van was even in park, she poked her head

into the open window and breathlessly explained that she had a personal relationship with her

lord and savior, Jesus Christ, and if we had a problem with that, we could turn around and go

right back down the mountain. I’ll never forget her sincerity in that moment, the whites of her

eyes exposed, voice shaking with emotion, skin plastic surgery tight, hair frizzed out like an

aura. There was a scary agelessness to her, she could have been forty or seventy, not in a

youthful way, more in a “Collagen Mummy Walks” kind of way. She asked if I was also a

Christian. Twenty three and unsure of how to handle this, I nodded noncommittally and started

unpacking our stuff into the basement apartment directly beneath her living room.Our new

home felt so Hitchcockian, like I had fallen through the looking glass into a place where it was

always Halloween.The streets were dotted with churches and cemeteries, death on every

corner, lurid billboards advertising eternal damnation, our commute home feeling like a ghost

ride at an amusement park. I, of course, adored it. I’ve always had a thing for the macabre, for

skulls and death and the mulchy-morbidity of autumn. To everything turn, turn. At the grocery

store, Baptists pressed bad cartoon pamphlets into our hands, warning of the dangers of



“vampire idolization” and “assertive women.” I loved their earnestness, their seemingly personal

stake in my salvation. I loved the weather, so different than the high mountain desert I had

grown up in, the sensual humidity and acres of green. And the men, lord help me, the men.

There is something in that eastern Tennessee dialect, a mix of drowsy and menacing, that

guarantees Appalachian men a lifetime of enthusiastic fellatio. At a show I did recently, the

Volunteer State’s own Sturgill Simpson came up to me after my set and said in his slow drawl,

“I love your filthy mouth.” I was immediately and platonically pregnant.
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Martin Lastrapes, “Outstanding!. I first came to know Emma's writing on her terrific blog. This

story clearly demonstrates how all-around wonderful Emma's writing and storytelling abilities

are, as it contains humor, humanity, and honesty all within her very comfortable and confident

prose.”

David E., “The tale of a young witch tormenting her sweet landlord.. I've become a fan of

Emma's since hearing her on the Doug Loves Movies podcast and then discovering her blog.

Buying this ebook was a no-brainer and I'm very glad I did. There is so much in just a few

pages about the perils of trying to be an adult in a new place. I relate to the story because I

was recently in a living situation with my wife where she was quite unhappy, but we were

saving money. It wasn't worth it, and this was a good reminder of that reality.”

Zachary Blunk, “Great Autumn Short Story. Bought and read on the recommendation of Dana

Gould. It's a great short story set in my favorite time of year. It's cozy and exciting.”

Tamer Kattan, “Amazing book that I'll read again and again. I was not only impressed by the

honesty and courage it took to write this book, I was blown away by the beauty of the

metaphors, the ability of an author to make a reader feel what she must have felt. This is one of

those books that you'll want to read again and again. It will change your eyes and that will

change how you see the world”

Michelle C., “Great short story!. Can't wait for the full book to be released! Looking forward to

more daring adventures to get caught up in!”

ignacious, “Boom.. Thoughtful and insightful as she is hilarious! I cannot WAIT for the full

release of her book. Emma is truly one of the most talented people walking the planet today.”

tradinglife, “Never disappoints. This woman is so funny. Read her!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Funny, chilling, touching. This short piece is incredibly sweet, and

touching, and profane, and hilarious, and real. Emma Arnold uses her gift of storytelling to put
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us right into her scary life in Tennessee so vividly that you hold your breath with every turn of

the page... But you will definitely turn every page.”

The book by Russ Anderson Jr. has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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